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The use of scripting makes it possible to overcome many important difficulties in the
development of database applications. By extending a general-purpose scripting language with constructs derived both from the database kernel and from the intended
application domain, issues such as query processing and user interfacing can be
approached in an economical and flexible way. This is illustrated by describing our
experience with SAND-Tcl, a scripting tool developed by us for building spatial
database applications. SAND-Tcl is an extension of the Tcl-embedded scripting
language with the constructs of the SAND environment for developing applications
involving both spatial and non-spatial data. SAND-Tcl acts as a ‘glue’ to hold together
all the subsystems of SAND. In fact, query evaluation plans are SAND-Tcl programs
(or scripts) which are written on-the-fly by SAND in response to a query defined by the
user. This permits the rapid prototyping of algorithms and makes SAND a useful tool
both for applications and research. The focus is on data storage, retrieval operations,
and spatial indexing. Implementations of operations such as spatial selection, ranking
and spatial join are given. In addition, tools are described to make possible the
construction of graphical user interfaces to a spatial database as well as providing users
the ability to view and interact with spatial objects in a graphical manner. This is
achieved through the use of SAND-Tcl scripts and the Tk graphical user interface
toolkit which is tightly coupled to Tcl.  2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A SPATIAL DATABASE is essentially a software environment where large collections of
spatial and non-spatial objects can be manipulated and queried. Of course, any concrete
definition of what actually constitutes a spatial database is necessarily skewed by
personal interpretations. Nevertheless, the following definition due to GuK ting [1] is fairly
typical—that is, a spatial database system is a database system that
1. offers spatial data types in its data model and query language, and
2. supports spatial data types in its implementation, providing at least spatial indexing
and efficient algorithms for spatial join.
1045-926X/02/$-See front matter  2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The advantage of using a conventional database management system ( DBMS) is that
the user has at his disposal a time-tested and presumably efficient way of retrieving and
storing data. In addition, query languages often provide a rich set of query constructs
that alleviate the necessity of further processing and thereby obviate the need for
user-defined extensions which could be provided by a scripting facility. Moreover, query
languages are designed with the goal of hiding implementation details from the user.
Unfortunately, this may pose a problem if the database system itself has not been
extended to support spatial data [2]. In this case, a spatial engine must be supplied in
order to store and/or process spatial data. There are a number of levels at which the
capabilities of the spatial engine and those of the DBMS may be integrated. These levels
are characterized as architectures by Vijlbrief and van Oosterom [3], who divide them into
three major categories:a
1. Dual architecture. Two separate subsystems are used for storing spatial and nonspatial data. Non-spatial data is usually stored in a relational database management
system ( RDBMS), while spatial data is stored and processed by means of
a proprietary spatial subsystem. The main problem with this approach is the lack
of tight integration between the components responsible for processing spatial
and non-spatial data. In particular, the construction of query evaluation plans ( i.e.
strategies for computing query answers) is hindered by the fact that data which
belongs logically to a single tuple or object is stored in two separate subsystems.
For example, the ARC/INFO system [4] follows this approach.
2. Layered architecture. All spatial information is stored in a RDBMS by translating it
into the available data types. Thus, for instance, a point in two dimensions would
be represented as two floating point attributes, and a polygon as a relation of
points. One problem inherent to this scheme is that it may be necessary to use
costly database operations even to access a single object. A more serious problem,
however, is that the spatial access methods cannot be seamlessly integrated into
the RDBMS. A typical example of this kind of architecture is SIRO-DBMS [5].
3. Integrated architecture. Systems where spatial and non-spatial data are handled at the
same level by the database system. For example, points and polygons can be
represented and operated upon in the same way as integers or strings. Similarly,
spatial access methods are viewed as analogs to linear indices such as B-trees.
Among others, the Gral [6], GEO## [3], PARADISE [7] and SAND systems
[8] all follow this approach.
From the above, it is fairly clear that the integrated approach is the most flexible. The
SAND system, built by us, is a prototype environment for developing applications
involving both spatial and non-spatial data based on the integrated approach. The
SAND kernel implements a relational data model extended with several geometric
functions and predicates as well as a number of access structures. In addition, SAND
provides a library which permits a modular construction of query evaluation plans.
In contrast with other spatial database systems, however, SAND was not designed to
be accessed from within a system programming language such as C or C##. The main
a

Although this classification was originally intended for GISs, it is applicable to spatial databases as well.
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interface to SAND is through SAND-Tcl, an extension to Tcl [9] which is an embedded
interpreted scripting language. SAND-Tcl acts as a ‘glue’ to hold together all the
subsystems. In fact, query evaluation plans are SAND-Tcl programs (or scripts) which are
composed on-the-fly by SAND in response to a query defined by the user. This is in
contrast with the typical approach to query processing which is centered on a query
optimizer buried fairly deep inside the DBMS engine. Even when such optimizers are
built with extensibility in mind (e.g. Volcano [10] or OPT## [11]), the task of adding
a new query processing strategy or refining an existing one may entail considerable work.
On the other hand, a SAND-Tcl application can easily combine both plans generated by
the optimizer and custom-made plans. This is an important contribution of our work.
In this paper, we describe SAND-Tcl and show how it is used to achieve an integrated
architecture. In particular, we discuss our experience by presenting the solutions that we
adopted by extending Tcl with the constructs of the SAND spatial database system. Our
focus is on data storage, retrieval operations, spatial indexing and graphical user
interfaces. Although a full-fledged database management system ( DBMS) must also
address other important issues such as concurrency control, security and transaction
management, we do not do this here as they are beyond the scope of this paper. Our aim
is to show the utility of a scripting language by obtaining a suitable set of scripting
language extensions to build applications for querying spatial databases and presenting
the retrieved information in a graphical manner. A couple of examples, with different
complexities, of such an application are presented in Section 7. These are the scaleddown versions of the more generic SAND browser [8]. Note that our notion of
browsing is one of spatial objects, rather than images (e.g. [12]). Our ultimate goal is to
be able to build a Geographic Information System (GIS) using only scripts written in
this extended language.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the scripting concept.
Sections 3}5 describe how SAND-Tcl enables the realization of the definition of
a spatial database [1] given in the opening of this section. In particular, Section 3
discusses the incorporation of an elementary database organization and its operations
into SAND-Tcl. Section 4 deals with the treatment of spatial data types in SAND-Tcl.
Section 5 shows how SAND-Tcl handles indexes including spatial indexes and describes
some constructs that make use of them to facilitate the implementation of spatial
queries. Section 6 discusses how scripting can be used to generate query evaluation plans
on-the-fly. Section 7 overviews some of the tools provided by SAND-Tcl to enable the
user to interact with the spatial objects in a graphical manner and presents a pair of
examples. Section 8 briefly describes the SAND Browser, a full application built under the
SAND-Tcl environment. Section 9 contains the concluding remarks.

2. The Scripting Concept
Until recently, the most common way of interacting with operating systems and most
computer applications was through text-based interfaces. The program which provides
the most direct interface with the operating system, termed as shell, would then take user
input (called commands), and arrange for the appropriate action to be executed. Those
actions would either be performed by the shell program itself or by another application
that would be invoked for that purpose.
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Some shell programs became sophisticated to the point of allowing users to store
command sequences (called scripts) that could be invoked on request, and even providing
programming facilities such as variables and control structures to enable users to control
automatically which actions were needed and in what order they should be performed.
In fact, some computer applications were split into several separate programs and relied
on shell scripting tools to combine these programs to perform a given task.
Today, textual interfaces are becoming less and less common, being gradually
replaced by graphical user interfaces (GUI ). Thus, modern shells and interactive
computer applications are mostly controlled by means of graphical elements such as
windows, icons, menus and pointers (called WIMPs [13]). However, such interfaces are
not designed to allow users to specify complex sequences of operations in the same
manner as shell scripts. The rationale is that users are not supposed to program—this
activity is considered to be restricted to application developers. This has led to the
creation of features such as keyboard macros that are intended to provide some means
of customization of frequently repeated operations.
In some sense, scripting can be viewed as an activity that lies somewhere between
application development and end-user utilization. Thus, a script can be produced by an
application developer in order to provide some additional functionality, or it can be
written by an end-user in order to automatically perform tasks that he or she has learned
to do interactively.
Scripting does not conflict with the use of GUIs; instead, the two are complementary.
Perhaps the best example of synergy between scripting and GUIs is the combination
between the scripting language known as Tcl [9], and Tk [9], a graphical interface toolkit.
Thus, one may write a Tcl script, say, to remove unwanted files in a given directory and,
at the same time, use Tk to provide a graphical user interface that will allow the user to
confirm the operation or to specify which files are not to be removed.
Some scripting languages (e.g. Python [14], Scheme [15], Tcl [9]) can be used to access
code written in high-level compiled languages such as C or C##. In these cases,
scripting languages are sometimes referred to as embedded languages. The idea is that
while critical, computationally intensive parts of an application need to be implemented
as efficiently as possible (i.e. compiled), other parts can take advantage of the more
flexible programming environment provided by an embedded interpreted language.
The mechanism for this hybrid environment consists of extending the embedded
language with commands (or other syntactic structures) which are bound to compiled
code. Thus, an application developed under such an environment consists of a script
that is executed by an extended interpreter.
Scripting plays a central role in SAND. Applications are written in SAND-Tcl by
making use of
1. Native Tcl/Tk commands.
2. The Tcl command interface to the SAND kernel.
3. Scripts stored in the SAND library.
This arrangement is shown in Figure 1. The SAND kernel implements the basic
access methods needed to access the tables and indices ( both linear and spatial) of the
database. The SAND library implements higher-level functionality such as query
evaluation plans and a (still incipient) query optimizer. An important aspect of scripting
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Figure 1. Components of the SAND system. Rounded boxes denote scripts and square boxes denote
components written in a system programming language (C/C#
#)

languages is that they enable the construction of code on-the-fly. In other words, an
interpreted environment usually allows for scripts that have the ability to write other
scripts. The SAND optimizer makes use of this facility in order to generate query
evaluation plans in response to a query string expressed in a form that is similar to the
well-known ‘select-from-where’ construct of SQL. We will return to this subject in
Section 6.
It is important to emphasize at this point that the extended interpreter already
provides most of the functionality needed to develop not one, but many applications,
and hence it is already a useful product in its own right.

3. Elementary Database Organization and Operations
In SAND, storage access methods were designed according to a relational-like data
model. Relations, linear indices and spatial access methods are all regarded as specialized
tables with different access structures. For example, let us define a relation called city for
storing attributes of cities around the world. city is composed of attributes name (a string
of no more than 20 characters), population (an integer) and location (a point). This relation
can be created from within a SAND-Tcl script by issuing the following command:
sand create city name char (20) population integer location point

Attribute location in the command above represents a spatial attribute (type point), where
the x and y coordinate values represent, say, latitude and longitude, respectively. Notice
that location is handled in much the same way as the other non-spatial attributes (name
and population). A linear index in the form of a B-tree [16] and a spatial index
implemented as either a PMR-quadtree [17 ] or an R-tree [18]b can also be specified for
b

The choice of which spatial index should be used is done by means of a command which is not
explained here since it is not relevant to our discussion. It suffices to say that both structures provide exactly
the same functionality.
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relation city using a similar syntax. For example, the two commands below create the
linear index cityname for the attribute name and the spatial index cityloc for the attribute
location:
sand createindex cityname city name
sand createindex cityloc city location

In order to perform input and output on any table type, SAND provides a set of
common commands which allow tuples to be read or written one at a time. Every time
a table is opened for I/O, a buffer (called a tuple buffer c ) for holding one tuple of that
table is allocated. As a result of an open operation, a new operator ( i.e. a command) called
a handle is created on-the-fly in order to access the opened table or its associated tuple
buffer. Notice that several opened instances of the same table may be active at a time,
each referenced by a different handle. Figure 2 summarizes the command interface to
general tables.
Common table access commands are illustrated in the following script which prints
all tuples of the relation city ( i.e. the equivalent to SQL query ‘select * from city ’ ):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

C Script to list all tuples of city
set cityHandle [sand open city]
set status [$cityHandle first]
while +$status, +
puts [$cityHandle get]
set status [$cityHandle next]
,
$cityHandle close

For those not familiar with the syntax of Tcl, a few explanations are in order:
z A pound sign (C) used at the beginning of a line denotes a comment.
z A dollar sign ($) is used for variable dereferencing. Thus, construct $var denotes the
value of variable var.
z set var value assigns value to variable var. Variable var is created and storage is allocated
for it if it did not exist before the execution of the command.
z The construct [string ] used as a value means that string is to be evaluated as a command
and the result used instead.
z puts string is one of Tcl ’s built-in commands that prints string on the standard output
device.
A persual of the script given above will help to make these concepts clear:
1. The first line is a comment.
2. In line 2, variable cityHandle is created and initialized with the table handle obtained
by executing sand open city. All subsequent commands that affect the just opened
table will be invoked by commands starting with $cityHandle.
c

Memory is dynamically allocated for relations with variable-sized attributes such as polygons. Whereas
this could lead to excessive use of main memory (e.g. for unusually large polygons), this simple policy is
adequate for typical data sets.
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Command
sand open

Semantics
Open table name and return as its value a table handle (denoted
by tableHandle in the commands below) which is a pointer to
a structure that describes a new open instance of table name. In
particular, tableHandle gives access to the tuple buffer for use in
subsequent I/O operations

name

tableHandle

close

tableHandle

first

tableHandle

next

Close the open table with tuple buffer tableHandle

options

Load the tuple buffer of tableHandle with the first tuple of the
corresponding table. One or more options may be specified,
which will alter the order or impose selection conditions for
retrieving tuples. The available options depend on the type of the
table. Returns true or false to indicate whether or not the
operation was successful
Load the tuple buffer of tableHandle with the next tuple of the
corresponding table. If options were specified in the corresponding first command, then they are respected implicitly in fetching the
next tuple. Returns a true/false success code

tableHandle tid

Return the tuple identifier, i.e. an integer number that uniquely identifies the tuple currently loaded in the tuple buffer of tableHandle

tableHandle get

Return a list with the values of all attributes in the tuple buffer
of tableHandle

tableHandle.attr

Return the value of attribute named attr in the tuple buffer of
tableHandle

get

Replace the values of the attributes in the tuple buffer of
tableHandle with the given value’s in the same order specified in
the table schema

tableHandle assign
value... value
tableHandle.attr

set

value

Replace the contents of attribute named attr in the tuple buffer
of tableHandle with the given value

tableHandle

insert

Add the contents of the tuple buffer of tableHandle as a new
tuple in the table corresponding to tableHandle

tableHandle

delete

Delete the most recently accessed tuple from the table corresponding to tableHandle. The subsequent content of the tuple
buffer is undefined
Figure 2. Summary of common SAND-Tcl table commands

3. In line 3, the first tuple of city is fetched from disk by command $cityHandle first,
which returns a Boolean code denoting the success of the operation. This code is
stored in variable status.
4. Lines 4}7 implement a loop to fetch and print consecutive tuples of city. The loop
is controlled by the value of variable status. Hence, when the fetch operation in line
6 fails, the loop is terminated.
5. Line 8 closes table city as it is the one whose tuple buffer is bound to $cityHandle.
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In addition to the common table commands, each table type supports additional table
commands that reflect their particular access capabilities. Thus, relations can be referenced by tuple identifier ( i.e. tid ) using the fetch command, a linear index can be accessed
by its contents using the find command, and spatial indices can be accessed according to
several geometric constraints.
As an example of the usage of table access commands, consider procedure city-location
which, given the name of a city as an argument, returns the city’s location. The strategy
for computing the answer to this query involves the use of linear index cityname defined
on the attribute name of city. In summary, procedure city-location implements an
evaluation plan for a query that would be expressed in SQL as ‘select location from city where
name"argName ’ ):
1. CReturns the location of city $argName
2. proc city-location +argName, +
3.
set cityHandle [sand open city]
4.
set nameHandle [sand open cityname]
5.
$nameHandle find $argName
6.
$cityHandle fetch [$nameHandle tid]
7.
set result [$cityHandle.location get]
8.
$cityHandle close
9.
$nameHandle close
10.
return $result
11. ,

Notice that in line 5 the linear index is used to find a city in the index cityname,
whereas the corresponding tuple of city must be fetched with a fetch command ( line 6).
This is the mechanism used in SAND-Tcl to establish the connection between indices
and relations, i.e. index records store the tuple identifiers of the corresponding relation
records.

4. Spatial Data Types
The term ‘spatial data type’ can be used to refer to several different data abstractions. It
is reasonable to assume that a spatial datum is a value that denotes at least a location in
space, but frequently is tied to other spatial notions such as proximity, extent and shape.
Thus, if we restrict this discussion to two-dimensional space, we may take for granted
that simple geometric objects such as points, lines and polygons are to be considered as
‘spatial data types’. However, it is not clear what level of aggregation between simple
data types should be supported by a spatial database. For example, a polygonal map, i.e.
a partition of space into non-overlapping adjacent polygons, may be considered
a ‘complex’ spatial data type. Of course, if the database supports polygons as a simple
type, then a polygonal map may be represented by a set of polygons, but this
representation scheme must be enforced at all times. In other words, not all sets of
polygons represent valid polygonal maps and care must be taken to avoid database
operations that might produce an invalid configuration of polygons.
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Type Name

Semantics

point

A point

line

A line segment

rectangle

An axes-aligned rectangle (i.e. its edges are parallel to the
coordinate axes)

polygon

A simple polygon, i.e. consisting of a single non-intersecting
contour

polyregion

An arbitrary polygon containing any number of contours or
holes

region

An arbitrary orthogonal polygon, i.e. a polygon containing
any number of contours or holes, but whose edges are
parallel to the coordinate axes
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Figure 3. Primitive spatial data types supported in SAND

Overall, when defining the data model for spatial information in the context of
a DBMS, we must consider what types of operations are to be performed on such data
and how these operations affect the retrieval of data from disk. For instance, if polygons
are to be supported as a spatial attribute type in the context of a relational DBMS, then
they may be stored in variable-length records along with other fixed-size attributes.
Alternatively, we might choose to keep polygons in a secondary disk-based data
structure and store only pointers to them in the relation.
In the SAND system, primitive spatial data types are supported in the form of spatial
attributes. Thus, for instance, a polygonal map can be represented as a table where one
of the attributes is of type polygon. New spatial types can be incorporated into the system
by means of an extension mechanism. SAND already supports some of the most
common primitive geometric objects in two dimensions: point, line, rectangle, polygon,
polyregion and region (see Figure 3). For example, relation city defined earlier contains
spatial attribute location which is of type point.
The SAND storage model employs one of the two following strategies when handling
attribute types which are variable-sized, namely the polygon and region types. They may
be stored in tables whose records may have variable size, or they may be stored in
separate disk files (termed containers). If a table includes an attribute which is stored in
a container file, then each tuple contains only a bounding structure (e.g. a minimum
bounding rectangle) and a pointer for that attribute’s value in the container file. The
advantage of this approach is that the full value of the spatial attribute is only accessed if
there is a need for it (this is also known as the filter-and-refine strategy [19]). For example,
if a query consists of selecting tuples based on the value of a non-spatial attribute, then
only the tuples that satisfy the condition will have the attribute values stored in
containers retrieved. On the other hand, accessing each tuple that satisfies the query
involves two disk accesses: one access to retrieve the non-spatial attributes and the
pointer to the spatial attribute, and the other access to retrieve the spatial attribute
proper.
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Command
bbox

Semantics

s12sn

intersects s1

distance

s2

s1 s2

Return the minimum bounding rectangle that encloses all
given spatial objects
Return 1 (true) if s1 and s2 intersect, i.e. have at least one
point in common
Return the Euclidean distance between s1 and s2

Figure 4. SAND-Tcl commands for spatial operations supported for all spatial data types in SAND

Another aspect that must be considered is the set of operations involving spatial data
that are to be supported. Some common operations are:
z Operations that compute integral properties such as area, perimeter or centroid.
z Geometric operations which result in another spatial object. These include, among
others:
— Computing the convex hull of a polygon or its minimum bounding rectangle.
— Set operations such as computing the intersection of two line segments or the
union of two polygons.
z Operations that determine relationships between two objects. These can be divided
into the following categories [20 ]:
— Topological relationships such as determining whether two objects touch, intersect,
contain or are contained by each other.
— Directional relationships which try to ascertain the relative location of two objects
such as whether one is above or to the left of the other.
— Metric relationships such as the distance between the two objects.
SAND-Tcl provides a command interface for the three spatial operations which may
be used on any spatial data type in SAND: bbox, intersects, and distance (see Figure 4).
Additional operations are supported for some spatial data types. For example, the
rectangle, polygon, polyregion and region types support the perimeter operator which returns
the length of their boundaries. The SAND kernel currently implements only a small set
of spatial data types and operations which are sufficient for most GIS-related applications. The implementation of a more comprehensive set of spatial data types such as
that defined by the ROSE Algebra [21] is under consideration.
The scripting environment of SAND-Tcl allows the relatively small set of built-in
spatial operations in SAND to be combined so as to express many common
predicates. For example, consider the predicate south-of point feature. It evaluates to
true if feature (a spatial attribute of any type) consists only of points whose y coordinate
values are less than the y coordinate value of point. Another way of expressing this
predicate is that it evaluates to false if there is any point of feature with y coordinate values
which are greater than or equal to point.y ( i.e. the y coordinate value of point ).
A procedure south-of that implements this predicate in SAND-Tcl can be easily
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Figure 5. Computing the predicate south-of point. Only features that do not intersect the rectangle drawn
with broken lines satisfy the predicate ( gray objects)

constructed:
1. proc south-of +point feature, +
2.
set northRect [bbox $point ‘‘line -1e9 1e9 1e9 1e9’’]
3.
if +[intersects $feature $northRect], +
4.
return 0
5.
,
6.
return 1
7. ,

In line 2 of this script, variable northRect is assigned a rectangle with its bottom side
touching point which is wide and tall enough to approximate the semi-space given by
equation y5point.y. This is ensured by computing the bounding box of point and a line
segment defined between points (!109, 109 ) and (109, 109 )d (see Figure 5). A feature is
not south-of point if it intersects $northRect (lines 3 and 4); otherwise, procedure south-of
returns 1 ( i.e. true).

5. Indexing
The term ‘index’ when used in the context of a database is a structure designed to
facilitate accessing the data based on its contents. When the datum being searched is
d
It is clear that values !109 and 109 are used here to represent approximations of minus and plus
infinity, respectively. In practice, these values would be computed by taking into account the nature of the
application. If spatial values represent geographical entities expressed in latitude–longitude format, then
!1803 and #1803 would suffice.
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non-spatial, the constraints for the search usually consist of requiring the data to fall
within a user-specified range. If the operation is restricted to one-dimensional domains,
then the index is said to be linear. Thus, if we consider our example relation city, then
linear index cityname can be used to quickly find ‘Berlin’ or even all cities whose names
start with ‘B’.
A linear index is frequently implemented as a tree structure which maintains the
indexed data in sorted order. B-trees and its variations [16] are the most widely used
forms of linear indices. Thus, in order to locate a value, the tree is traversed from the
root until encountering one of its leaves which holds the sought value. Ranges of values
can be similarly retrieved by using the tree structure to find neighboring leaves. The
ordering induced by such structures becomes apparent in the behavior of commands first
and next when applied to open linear index tables. For example, if nameHandle is an open
instance of table cityname, then nameHandle first and nameHandle next can be used to
retrieve all cities in an alphabetical order.
When dealing with spatial data, indexing assumes a somewhat different perspective
since it is not possible to impose a total ordering on the values. Queries on spatial data
are based on proximity, i.e. they consist of criteria to select objects which are close to
locations designated, say, by a point or a region. Data structures designed to cope with
this problem are known as spatial indices or spatial access methods. The overall approach
employed in the design of such structures is to strive to satisfy the property that objects
which are close in space are also ‘close’ within the scope of the data structure. Some data
structures, such as the grid file [22] and the k-d-tree [23] are especially useful when
handling points. Other data structures are suited to handle not only points, but also
spatial objects with extent such as line segments or polygons. For example, the R-tree
[18] and some of its variants [24, 25] as well as quadtree-based data structures [16] have
been found useful in spatial database environments.
Some of the most common types of spatial selection queries are
z Intersection query: find all objects that intersect ( i.e. have at least one point in common
with) a spatial object given as an argument (termed as query feature). If the query feature
is an axes-aligned rectangle, then this operation is also known as a window query or
a range query.
z Containment query: find all objects that are contained in a query feature. This is similar to
the intersection query except that the entire extent of the sought objects have to be
enclosed within the query feature. Clearly, when handling point data objects, containment and intersection queries are equivalent. Also, since intersection is a requirement
for containment, algorithms and spatial indices that support intersection queries can
be easily adapted for to handle containment queries by performing additional containment tests.
z Distance query: find all objects that are within a given distance of a query feature. In
such queries, ‘distance’ usually means Euclidean distance, but other metrics can also
be used, e.g. the city-block (or Manhattan) metric. Notice that distance queries may be
viewed as special cases of intersection queries where the distance is required to be zero
(regardless of what metric is used).
z Ranking query: sort all the objects in order of their distance from a query feature. This is
a generalization of the nearest-neighbor query which is only interested in the first object of
the sorted list. When ranking is performed on all existing objects, spatial indices are of
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Option

Semantics

-ranking feature

Denotes an incremental ranking operation. Tuples will be retrieved
in increasing order of distance from feature, unless option -farthest is
also specified in which case tuples are returned in decreasing order
of distance from feature

-min distance

Restricts the ranking operation so that tuples which are closer than
distance units from the ranking feature are not considered. Must be
specified together with a -ranking option

-max distance

Restricts the ranking operation so that tuples which are farther than
the distance units from the ranking feature are not considered. Must
be specified together with a -ranking option

-farthest

Inverts the scanning order so that tuples are returned in decreasing
order of distance from the ranking feature. Must be specified
together with a -ranking option

-within distance feature

Restricts the scanning to tuples whose distance to feature is no
greater than distance. feature is usually different from the ranking
feature

-intersects feature

Restricts the scanning to tuples which intersect feature. feature is
usually different from the ranking feature

-contains feature

Restricts the scanning to tuples which contain feature
Figure 6. Options for command first when applied on spatial indices

limited value since this operation can be performed by computing the distances of all
objects to the query feature and then sorting the results using conventional methods.
However, if the search is to be done incrementally, spatial indexing becomes
indispensable. An incremental ranking operation should determine the (k#1)th
closest object by gathering a minimum amount of additional information after having
computed the kth closest object. In particular, a good implementation of incremental
ranking should determine the closest object in the same amount of time as a welldesigned algorithm for computing nearest-neighbor queries. Thus, to compute the
(k#1)th nearest neighbor, it should not have to compute all k#1 neighbors. In
a sense, incremental ranking can be regarded as the most general spatial selection
query since both intersection and distance queries can be obtained trivially by
examining the objects reported by the ranking operation.
In SAND, spatial indices are tables which can be accessed by means of a PMRquadtree [16] or an R-tree [18]. All spatial selection queries listed above are supported by
augmented forms of the first command. Incremental ranking operations are supported by
using the algorithm described in [26, 27 ]. The behavior of the first command can be
modified to accommodate spatial selection criteria by means of options (refer to Figure 6).
Issuing a first command, possibly accompanied by one or more spatial selection options,
initiates a new scanning process of the corresponding table. Thus, subsequent next
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commands may be used to retrieve all tuples which satisfy the conjunction of all
conditions expressed in the options. For example, the following script can be used to
retrieve all tuples of city in the northern hemisphere that are not farther away from
‘Paris’ than ‘New York’ e in the order of their distance from ‘Paris’.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

set parisLoc [city-location ‘Paris’]
set cityHandle [sand open city]
set locHandle [sand open cityloc]
set northRect +rectangle -1e9 0 1e9 1e9,
set status [$locHandle first -ranking $parisLoc -intersects $northRect]
while +$status, +
$cityHandle fetch [$locHandle tid]
if +[$cityHandle.name get]""‘New York’], break
puts [$cityHandle get]
set status[$locHandle next]
,
$cityHandle close
$locHandle close

A few observations about the script given above:
z In line 1, the location of Paris is obtained using the procedure city-location presented in
Section 3.
z In line 4, variable northRect is set to a rectangle that represents the northern hemisphere. This is similar to the computation of variable northRect in procedure north-of
(see Section 4).
z In line 7, the tuple of city that corresponds to the current tuple of cityloc is retrieved.
z It is not necessary to know the location of ‘New York’ before the scan of spatial index
cityloc is initiated in line 5 since the tuples will be retrieved in the order of distance
from ‘Paris’. Thus, when the tuple that corresponds to ‘New York’ is reached, all cities
that are closer to ‘Paris’ will have been reported already, and the search can be
terminated. This test is made in line 8.
Spatial indices may also be used in the implementation of queries known as spatial
joins. A spatial join may be regarded as a generalization of a spatial selection where the
query feature is an attribute of a second relation. For example, if we assume the
existence of a relation called country with attributes name (the name of the country) and
area (the region occupied by the country), then an example of a spatial join is an
operation that seeks to find all cities lying within each country. Notice that in order to
ascertain that a given city lies within a country, it should be the case that the
corresponding value of attribute location of city intersects the region given by the attribute
area of country.
Spatial joins are usually very costly to compute, especially in the absence of spatial
access methods. For example, consider a spatial join query between relations city and
e

We assume that both ‘Paris’ and ‘New York’ are in the database.
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where we wish to compute all pairs of tuples cityi /countryj where cityi lies within
countryj . This query may be decomposed into several spatial selection queries of the sort
‘Retrieve all tuples from city where location intersects areaj’, in which areaj corresponds to each
value of attribute area of country. Clearly, if no spatial indices are defined, then the
computation of each spatial selection query requires that each value of attribute area of
country be tested against each value of attribute location of city. However, this situation
may be improved with the use of spatial access methods. In particular, spatial index
cityloc may be used in the evaluation of each spatial selection query in order to speed up
the access to tuples of city whose location attribute intersect a given area value. This
approach is merely an extension of the technique known as index join [28] in the context
of conventional databases. The SAND-Tcl script below illustrates how the index join
technique can be used in answering the spatial join query just described:
country

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

set cityHandle [sand open city]
set locHandle [sand open cityloc]
set countryHandle [sand open country]
set status1 [$countryHandle first]
while +$status1, +
set status2 [$locHandle first -intersects [$countryHandle.area get]]
while +$status2, +
$cityHandle fetch [$locHandle tid]
puts ‘‘[$cityHandle.name get] is in [$countryHandle.name get]’’
set status2 [$locHandle next]
,
set status1 [$countryHandle next]
,
$cityHandle close
$locHandle close
$countryHandle close

If both data sets involved in the join operation are supported by spatial indices, then
the query can be computed by traversing the indices in tandem. This strategy bears some
resemblance to the technique known as merge join [28] employed in most DBMSs. Spatial
join algorithms following this approach have been reported for R-trees in [29] and for
PMR-quadtrees in [30]. GuK nther also describes an algorithm for in tandem traversal of
data structures termed generalization trees in [31].
SAND also supports the merge join approach where two spatial indices are traversed in
tandem [18]. Command sand join in SAND-Tcl initiates a join operation using a mergejoin strategy. It has the following syntax:
sand join

tableHandle1 tableHandle2 option2 option

where tableHandle1 and tableHandle2 correspond to open spatial index tables and option is
zero, one or more. The options are explained below.
The value returned by the sand join command is a tableHandle similar to that returned
by the sand open command which is then assigned to be the value of a variable such
as joinHandle, i.e. once the join operation is initiated, commands ‘joinHandle first’ and
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Option

Semantics

-min distance

Restricts the ranking operation so that tuples which are
closer than distance units from each other are not considered

-max distance

Restricts the ranking operation so that tuples which are
farther than distance units from each other are not considered

-farthest

Inverts the scanning order so that pairs of tuples are returned in decreasing order of distance
Figure 7. Options for command sand join

‘joinHandle next’ can be used to access one pair of tuples at a time. In fact, the sand join
command implements a variation of the incremental ranking operation, where pairs of
tuples lying at increasing distances are visited at each step. In particular, pairs of
intersecting tuples are reported first. By using the -min and -max options, the process can
be restricted to report pairs of tuples lying at any given range of distances. The options
are summarized in Figure 7.
A sample usage of the sand join command is illustrated in the script below, which
implements a spatial join between relations city and country by traversing spatial indices
cityloc (a spatial index defined on the attribute location of city) and countryarea (a spatial
index defined on the attribute area of country). The incremental ranking operation is
restricted to the retrieval of pairs of values lying at distance zero from each other, so that
the resulting effect is to retrieve pairs cityi /countryj where cityi is inside countryj .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

set cityHandle [sand open city]
set countryHandle [sand open country]
set locHandle [sand open cityloc]
set areaHandle [sand open countryarea]
set joinHandle [sand join $locHandle $areaHandle -max 0]
set status [$joinHandle first]
while +$status, +
$cityHandle fetch [$locHandle tid]
$countryHandle fetch [$areaHandle tid]
puts ‘‘[$cityHandle.name get] is in [$countryHandle.name get]’’
set status [$joinHandle next]
,
$joinHandle close
$areaHandle close
$locHandle close
$countryHandle close
$cityHandle close

6. On-the-fly Plan Generation
Query optimizers (e.g. [10, 11, 33]) are prime examples of programs which generate
other programs. The ultimate goal of a query optimizer is to produce a program that
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evaluates a given query in the most efficient manner. This program is called a query
evaluation plan. A plan is usually constructed by combining several access strategies such
as sequential scans, indexed sequential scans, nested loops, etc. Once a given combination of access strategies is chosen by the optimizer, a data structure must be created to
represent the plan. Moreover, there must be some mechanism by which the actions
represented by this data structure can be performed. If the programming environment
does not allow for code to be handled in much the same way as data, implementing this
mechanism can be fairly complicated and awkward. On the other hand, the generation
of plans in SAND is considerably simpler since a plan is simply a string which can be
compiled later on-the-fly by the Tcl engine and executed.
For example, consider the index join script presented in Section 5 which computes all
pairs of tuples cityi /countryj where cityi lies within countryj . Any index join plan generated
by a query optimizer would probably follow the same overall structure used in that
script, except that other tables, attributes or predicates might be involved. In short,
a generalized index join plan might be expressed in a string containing the following
text:
1. set table2Handle [sand open TABLE2]
2. set index2Handle [sand open INDEX2]
3. set table1Handle [sand open TABLE1]
4. set status1 [$table1Handle first]
5. while +$status1, +
6. set status2 [$index2Handle first SELECTOPTIONS]
7. while +$status2, +
8.
$table2Handle fetch [$index2Handle tid]
9.
ACTION
10.
set status2 [$index2Handle next]
11. ,
12. set status1 [$table1Handle next]
13. ,
14. $table2Handle close
15. $index2Handle close
16. $table1Handle close

The above ‘template’ script contains the essential control structures but several key
elements (denoted by the all-uppercase symbols) still need to be replaced. For instance,
in order to generate the index join script presented in Section 5, TABLE1 must be replaced
by country, TABLE2 by city, and so forth. It is important to notice, however, that the
technique of replacing key elements in a template script is substantially more powerful
than, say, passing parameters to a procedure that implements the overall plan. For
example, suppose that our example query is redefined to be: ‘Print all pairs all pairs of
tuples cityi /countryj where cityi lies within countryj AND the population of cityi is 100 000 or
more.’ This can be accomplished by replacing the ACTION key element with the
following:
if +[$table2Handle.population]'100000], +
puts ‘‘[$table2Handle.name get] is in [$table1Handle.name get]’’
,
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In other words, key elements in a template script can be replaced not only by ordinary
data but also by code fragments. SAND’s query optimizer uses this same approach in
order to build complex plans. In some sense, we may consider this process to be a form
of rule-based optimization (see, for instance, [33]).
Once all the key elements of a template script are substituted, the resulting string
comprises a fully functional plan. This string can then be evaluated, causing the plan to
be executed or stored for the later use.

7. Scripts and Graphical User Interfaces
Scripting, as we have seen so far, provides an adequate means for expressing
and implementing the crucial aspects of a spatial database application. Nevertheless,
the text-based interface provided by the language interpreter is too intimidating
for the average user. Moreover, a proper visualization of spatial relationships requires
that spatial objects be displayed graphically. Hence, our scripting environment
must provide tools that not only make possible the construction of graphical
user interfaces but also enable users to view and interact with spatial objects in
a graphical manner. In accordance to the overall approach used in the design of
SAND, the goal is not to provide a complete model for graphical user interaction (as
described, say, in [34]), but rather to provide loosely coupled tools that can be used
within a script.
The construction of a graphical user interface usually presupposes a target platform
environment such as Microsoft Windows [35], Apple Macintosh [36], or OSF/Motif
[37]. Although all of these environments have many elements in common, each GUI
offers a different set of capabilities, visual styles and interaction guidelines which
constitute what is termed as the GUI look-and-feel. More importantly, each GUI vendor
provides a different programming interface, which would make the development
of portable multi-platform applications a rather difficult task. Fortunately, however,
Tcl already comes equipped with a scripting interface to Tk [9], a rather powerful
GUI toolkit. In fact, both Tcl and Tk have been ported to many platforms providing
native look-and-feel in most of them, including Microsoft Windows and Apple
Macintosh.
In Tk, GUI components are called widgets. A widget of a given type is created by
a corresponding Tcl command. For example, the button command creates a labeled
button which, when pressed, performs a given task expressed by a script. Other
component types include radio buttons, check buttons, menus, messages, textual entry
widgets, graphical drawing widgets, etc. Each component creation command supports
a variety of options that control several aspects of the component. For example, the
button command supports, among others, option -text which is used to specify the text
label to be displayed inside the button and option -command which specifies the script to
be executed when the button is pressed.
Once the GUI components are created, they must be mapped to the screen by using
what is called a geometry manager which controls their overall size and position relative to
each other or to the window that contains them. Tk provides a number of geometry
managers that differ in their policies for arranging components. One of the most
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Command

Semantics

mapName drawfeature

feature

mapName update

mapName input

Type

Displays the spatial feature given by feature, e.g. the value of
a spatial attribute or a constant such as point 10 10
Shorthand notation for the drawfeature command. The feature to
be displayed in this case is the value of the spatial attribute
currently loaded in the tuple buffer associated with widget
mapName ( i.e. the one bound to the tableHandle argument when
widget mapName was created)
Enables the user to enter a spatial feature of the given Type (e.g.
etc.) by drawing it with the mouse. The
entered feature is returned as a result of the command

inputpoint, inputline,

Figure 8. Commands associated with widget mapName of type SandMapDisplay

commonly used geometry managers is known as the packer which is controlled by
a command pack .
The widget types provided by Tk are powerful enough for many applications.
However, for our spatial database application we found a need for a widget for drawing
spatial objects. This prompted us to create in SAND-Tcl a custom widget called
SandMapDisplay, which can be used to graphically input and display all spatial types
provided by SAND and to support other features such as panning and zooming. The
command SandMapDisplay creates a new widget of that type ( i.e. an instance of it). Its
syntax is similar to that of most Tk widgets:
SandMapDisplay

mapName tableHandle option2option

where mapName is a symbolic name for the new instance of widget SandMapDisplay and
tableHandle designates an open table previously returned by sand open command. Zero,
one or more options can also be specified to change display attributes such as colors, line
width, etc.
Once a SandMapDisplay widget is created, it can be used to display the spatial attributef
of the open table given by the tableHandle argument. mapName identifies the newly
created widget so that all operations on it are performed by commands prefixed by
mapName. Figure 8 summarizes the most important commands on a SandMapDisplay
widget named mapName.
As an example, consider the script given below, which implements a simple GUI
consisting of three widgets for displaying tuples of relation country one at a time. The
appearance of the GUI is illustrated in Figure 9.

f

The SandMapDisplay widget assumes that each table contains only one spatial attribute in its schema. This
is not a restriction of SAND, but we found that such an assumption simplified the design of the widget
while not imposing too severe a limitation for most applications.
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Figure 9. GUI of an application which displays countries of the world one at a time
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

set countryHandle [sand open country]
$countryHandle first
SandMapDisplay .display $countryHandle -bg white
button .next -text ‘‘Next’’ -command +
$countryHandle next
puts [$countryHandle.name get]
.display update
,
button .quit -text ‘‘Quit’’ -command exit
pack .display .next .quit

A few observations about the script given above:
z Three widgets comprise the application GUI: A SandMapDisplay widget called .display
( line 3), and two button widgets called .next and .quit ( lines 4 and 9, respectively).
z The -bg option in line 3 specifies the color (white) used to fill polygons. In particular,
countries are polygons which will be painted (filled) with that color.
z When widget .display is created ( line 3), it automatically displays the tuple currently
loaded in the tuple buffer of $countryHandle, that is, the first tuple of table country
retrieved in line 2. In this particular data set, this corresponds to Brazil (the leftmost
country in Figure 9).
z In line 4, option -command specifies the action that is to be performed each time the
user presses the button labeled ‘Next’. This is a script that extends to line 7 and
consists of obtaining the next tuple of country ( line 5), printing the country name
( line 6) and displaying its area ( line 7). Figure 9 shows the appearance of GUI after
the button ‘Next’ was pressed twice, returning Kenya and Indonesia. The
SandMapDisplay widget is designed so as to automatically highlight the current value of
the tuple buffer by means of an enclosing rectangle. In Figure 9, this corresponds to
Indonesia.
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38.
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C Open all tables
set
set
set
set

cityHandle [sand open city]
countryHandle [sand open country]
locHandle [sand open cityloc]
areaHandle [sand open countryarea]

C Generate all GUI components
C Main display pane:

SandMapDisplay .display $cityHandle -bg white -size 300

C Pane for printing country and city names:
text .history -height 4

C Command pane:
frame .cmd
button .cmd.first -text ‘‘First’’ -command +
set pt [.display inputpoint]
$areaHandle first -ranking $pt
$countryHandle fetch [$areaHandle tid]
.history insert end ‘‘Country: [$countryHandle.name get]!n’’
$locHandle first -intersects [$areaHandle.area get]
$cityHandle fetch [$locHandle tid]
.display update
.history insert end ‘‘Cities: [$cityHandle.name get]’’

,

button.cmd.next -text ‘‘Next’’ -command +
$locHandle next
$cityHandle fetch [$locHandle tid]
.display update
.history insert end ‘‘[$cityHandle.name get]’’

,

button .cmd.quit -text ‘‘Quit’’ -command exit

C Map GUI components

pack. display .history .cmd
pack .cmd.first .cmd.next .cmd.quit -side left

C Initialize the main display pane by drawing all countries
set status [$countryHandle.area first]
while +$status, +
.display drawfeature [$countryHandle.area get]
set status [$countryHandle.area next]

,

Figure 10. SAND-Tcl GUI application to list and display cities of countries selected by the user

z The pack geometry manager is used in this application. Since no additional information other than the widget names are specified in line 10, the default behavior of pack
is to display widgets one below the other.
The example given above provides a GUI for a very simple query. A typical
application would include a more natural graphical interaction and queries which are
more complex. We conclude this section with a complete GUI application that
implements spatial queries on the example relations city and country. The purpose of this
application is to enable the user to interact with the digital chart of the world ( DCW )
and obtain the cities of each country he or she selects with the mouse. The script of this
application is moderately long and is given in Figure 10. The interested reader will
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Figure 11. GUI of a sample application for querying cities and countries of the world given in Figure 10

recognize the similarity existing between this code and the scripts presented earlier.
Figure 11 shows the graphical user interface of the application where some of the cities
of Brazil are displayed.
The window is divided into three panes described below, from top to bottom:
1. The main graphical display area implemented by a SandMapDisplay widget.
2. A text widget where the names of the countries and cities are printed.
3. A frame widget containing three command buttons:
(a) First: Pressing this button initiates a new query. Once this button has been
pressed, the user should move the mouse over one of the countries displayed in
the main area and then click the mouse button. This results in printing the name
of the corresponding country, as well as that of the name of the closest city in the
corresponding country to the location where the mouse was clicked. From now
on, the cities ( i.e. points) are ranked by pressing the ‘Next’ button. Notice that
each time the user presses the ‘First’ button, a new query is started.
( b) Next: Pressing this button retrieves the next closest city in the selected country to
the location where the mouse was clicked, displays it on the main graphical area,
and prints its name.
(c) Quit: Terminates the application.
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The script shown in Figure 10 is mostly built with constructs and commands
described earlier in this paper. Nevertheless, it uses the following features of Tk which
have not been discussed so far:
z The text widget named .history defined in line 10 is used to exhibit textual information
in a GUI environment. As new countries and cities are retrieved, their names are
appended to the display using the construct ‘.history insert endstring ’ ( lines 17, 21 and
27 ). Notice that ‘!n ’ ( line 17 ) denotes a newline character.
z A frame widget named .cmd is created in line 12 to enclose the command buttons
.cmd.first, .cmd.next and .cmd.quit. The pack geometry manager is informed that these
buttons are to be displayed side by side by means of option -side left ( line 32).

8. The SAND Browser
The SAND-Tcl environment should not be regarded as merely a tool for writing short,
disposable applications. Such a view is shared by many people who argue that this is the
intended use of scripting environments, whereas ‘solid’ or production-strength software
should be developed entirely in standard compiled languages such as C or C##. Our
claim, and experience, is that scripting environments can be used for ‘solid’ productionstrength software. To support our claim, we briefly describe the SAND Browser, the most
complex application written under the SAND-Tcl environment. It presently consists of
3000# lines of Tcl code and its purpose is to experiment with interaction paradigms for
expressing and presenting spatial and non-spatial queries. Figure 12a presents a typical
SAND Browser window displaying the ( partial) result of a distance semi-join query [32].
Distance join and distance semi-join queries cannot be directly expressed in SQL, but
can be easily expressed by the user through the SAND Browser interface. The particular
query result being displayed in Figure 12a involves two relations:
1. city which is the data set consisting of cities used in the previous examples.
2. facility which contains the name and position (among other attributes) of all known
nuclear facilities.
The query results in browsing the city relation by finding the closest element of the
facility relation to each city. Successive city/nuclear facility pairs are obtained in the order
of increasing distance between the elements of the pairs. Once the query has been run to
completion, we have effectively found for each facility f, its closest cities so that these
cities are closer to f than to any other facility f  such that f Of. This is a distance
semi-join query where the semi-join is taken between the city relation and the facility
relation. It should be noted that this query is closely related to the Voronoi diagram of
the set of points defined by the facility relation—that is, the cities associated with a given
facility f are those that fall within the Voronoi cell associated with f .
It is important to point out that the code of the SAND Browser script deals mostly
with the aspects of graphical presentation and interaction. Critical and time-consuming
code such as that required by the algorithm for computing distance joins or the algoritm
for computing Voronoi diagrams was programmed in C## and encapsulated into the
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Figure 12. Sand Browser interface. (a) User requests to browse the city relation based on the attribute pos;
(b) selects distance semi-join query from the dialog box; and (c) selects the facility relation corresponding to
the nuclear facilities. Successive city/nuclear facility pairs, denoted by dark/light dots in (d), are displayed
each time the ‘Next’ button is pressed

SAND-Tcl interpreter. This code can be accessed by means of a very small set of Tcl
commands. In fact, the analogous C## interface, i.e. the set of C## methods for
accessing the same functionality is at least one order of magnitude more complex than
the Tcl bindings. This arrangement proved to be beneficial, since the SAND Browser
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interface has been overhauled several times in order to test several interaction schemes.
We believe that the present functionality of the SAND Browser would not have been
achieved in pure C##, even if an integrated development environment ( IDE ) was
used. We arrive to this conclusion not on the basis of the ease with which the user
interface components can be rearranged in Tcl/Tk, but rather on the basis of the
terseness of the SAND-Tcl interface.

9. Concluding Remarks
Considering the complexity of operations such as spatial joins, an ‘implementation’ such
as the one given in Section 5 is surprisingly terse. This is a good example of the
intermediate level of abstraction that is possible with a scripting language. While it does
not offer the purely declarative abstraction provided by, say, a query language such as
SQL, it permits a user or developer to create applications without delving into the
intricacies of a full-featured programming language. The design of a set of extensions to
be incorporated into a scripting language should be guided by this idea. In other words,
the user of the extended language should have at hand all the tools that are necessary to
build an application. On the other hand, the programming interface that gives access to
these tools should allow the user the maximum liberty in wielding them.
In view of the technical difficulties that are still to be resolved in the field of spatial
databases, our experience has been that a scripting language extended with constructs
for handling spatial data provides a good trade-off between user-friendliness and
richness of features. In particular, SAND-Tcl has enabled the SAND system, while still
a research effort, to offer real spatial processing capabilities as well as a modular enough
design that will permit it to develop into a more mature environment in the near future.
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